
 

 
  
  
  

NEWS RELEASE 

  

  

IGT Increases Momentum in Macau with Market-Ready 
Content and Cabinets at the Macau Gaming Show 2018 

  
LONDON, U.K. – Oct. 29, 2018 – International Game Technology PLC (“IGT”) (NYSE: 
IGT) announced today that it will present an expanded range of approved, market-ready 
gaming solutions at the Macau Gaming Show (“MGS”), Nov. 13-15 at The Venetian 
Macao. IGT will showcase compelling linked progressives and standalone slot games 
within its stand AJ32, while demonstrating the Company’s strong commitment to 
localized content for Macau casinos and players. 
  
“At the Macau Gaming Show, IGT will continue to build upon the momentum that we 
generated at G2E Asia when we introduced a full suite of market-approved, ready-to-
deploy content and cabinets,” said Walter Bugno, IGT CEO International. “With the 
abundance of market opportunity for IGT in Macau and neighboring markets, we are 
delivering even more localized products and services that will enable our customers to 
diversify their floors with IGT content.” 
  
Portfolio highlights within IGT stand will include: 
  
• The Fortune Gong™ game family: IGT will demonstrate its internationally 

celebrated and soon-to-be-approved for Macau Fortune Gong games on the 
CrystalCurve™ and CrystalDual® 27 cabinets. The Company will spotlight base 
games Dragon Dynasty® and Phoenix Rising™ -- both games award the prizes 
that are showcased above each reel when a Fortune Gong symbol lands on a 
corresponding reel. 

  
• The Fury game family: The sizzling, approved-for-Macau titles from IGT’s The Fury 

family will be one of many focal points within IGT’s stand. These market-ready 
games build on the success of the Wild Fury Jackpots®, The Golden Fury™ and 
Fortune Fury™ games and are housed on IGT’s CrystalCurve cabinet.  The link’s 
top-level linked progressive and five-level bonus prizes increase in value as 
players bet up. Both titles include an engaging scatter pay mechanic that initiates 
the games’ free games bonuses, and a compelling presentation that comes to life 
on the CrystalCurve cabinet’s 43-inch, curved, ultra-HD 4K display. 

  



  
• The Prize Disk® game family: Also deployed in Macau casinos, the Prize Disk 

Elephant King®, Tiger Fortune™ and Wolf Ridge® games include an anticipation-
heightening scrolling prize disk above the reels that awards free games, bonuses 
and jackpots. 

  
• The Hyper Hits™ game family: Live on casino floors in Macau, IGT’s Hyper Hits 

progressive with base games such as The Golden Bow™ and Lotus Princess™ 
themes housed on the CrystalDual® cabinet. The Hyper Hits game family is a 
linked progressive with a regionally attuned math model and an engaging ball 
mechanic that awards the title’s jackpots and bonus prizes. 

  
• Exciting standalone games: A reimagined version of the famous Cash Cove® 

game, Cash Cove® Monster Catch®, along with exciting games Ocean Magic 
Grand®, Golden Egypt™ Grand and Fortune Rooster™ will be displayed on the 
CrystalCurve cabinet. IGT will also showcase standalone games such as Big 5 
Safari® and Dancing Phoenix Soaring Dragon™ on the CrystalDual 27 cabinet. 

  
For more information visit IGT.com. 
  
About IGT 
IGT (NYSE:IGT) is the global leader in gaming. We enable players to experience their 

favorite games across all channels and regulated segments, from Gaming Machines 

and Lotteries to Digital and Social Gaming. Leveraging a wealth of premium content, 

substantial investment in innovation, in-depth customer intelligence, operational 

expertise and leading-edge technology, our gaming solutions anticipate the demands of 

consumers wherever they decide to play. We have a well-established local presence 

and relationships with governments and regulators in more than 100 countries around 

the world, and create value by adhering to the highest standards of service, integrity, 

and responsibility. IGT has over 12,000 employees. For more information, please visit 

www.igt.com. 

http://www.igt.com/

